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Meet the Cute Campus Critters
Gustie Pet Policy

I

n June of 2016, Gustavus
released a pet policy stating that pets are generally
not allowed on campus. The
rationale behind this is that
pets can pose health and safety
risks to the campus community
including allergies, excessive
noise, and discomfort around
animals. Gustavus aims to use
this policy to promote the wellbeing of those on campus and
protect the College’s property.
However, some students are
prescribed animals to provide
comfort. Therapy pets can reduce anxiety, encourage relaxation, and provide companionship. Spending time with pets
can be a postive way of reducing stress for many students.
Gustavus allows students to
keep emotional support animals if prescribed by a doctor.
Once students obtain a note for
their doctor prescribing the pet,
students can submit the letter
to campus and get their pets approved. After approved, these
pets are considered service animals. For those who do not
qualify for an emotional support animal, Gustavus allows
fish in containers of 15 gallons
or less. Otherwise, students can
visit the therapy pets owned by
other students on campus.

Cordelia
Owner: Ashley Elford

Napkin
Owner: Emily Hitchings

Cooper

Owner: Professor Jenner

Peanut
Owner: Sarah Chatfield

Franklin

Owner: Kylee Brimsek

Meatloaf & Todd
Owner: Andie Kukacka
All photos by Caroline Probst
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Editor James Harlan

The roommate agenda

Emily Pratt
Opinion Columnist
robably the most nerve
P
wracking part about beginning the college life is sharing a

room … with a stranger.
Unlike class loads and extracurriculars, that first-year
roommate is entirely luck of the
draw for most people.
This pairing can make or
break a college experience because, like it or not, interacting
with each other on a daily basis
is almost unavoidable.

It’s rare that a first-year
pairing will bud into
the perfect friendship;
witnessing another
person’s daily living
habits can be more
than enough reason
to avoid that type of
connection.
Whether this includes
lengthy talks about a favorite
book series or grunts of indifference when asked whether
it’s “ok” to turn off the lights, a
particular atmosphere is created
during that first week that will
remain during the entirety of
your time together.
On one hand, it is up to each
individual to decide how they
want this relationship to work
out; on the other, some personalities simply clash.
Whether they are kindred
spirits or human personifications of vinegar and water, this
first-year living situation is
essential to building life skills
— and staying sane — for the
remainder of one’s college and
life experience.
The first, and probably most
obvious, of these is the ability to
compromise with someone who
shares your living space.
The roommate situation may
become far more manageable
in the later college years, but
rooming with your best friend
isn’t going to eradicate all the
problems typically experienced
when sharing a room.
Working through the mayhem of living with a party
animal who walks through the
door very late at night often will
at least make a later disagreement over sleeping hours appear much less significant.
It is important to draw a line

where difficult roommates are
concerned because, just like in
any relationship, a room’s atmosphere can become too toxic
for either party.
Before throwing your hands
up in defeat, make sure the situation really is unsolvable and
not something you can easily
talk through with each other.
Sharing a living space will
become part of most people’s
daily life after graduation,
whether it’s with a friend or
two in an apartment or settling down with a spouse, and
knowing how to compromise
differing opinions on living
requirements will make life that
much easier.
Simply the presence of someone else in your room—or even
just their stuff on the bed and
floor—can be incredibly reassuring.
This is something that never
would have crossed my mind
had my roommate not decided
to move out last weekend.
This decision was personal
for her and wasn’t due to any
disagreements between us, but
it resulted in a complete turn
around for me as a resident of a
college dorm.
We didn’t particularly have
any similar interests, and our
conversations were limited to
friendly greetings with rare
compliments in between.
While I rolled out of bed ten
minutes before heading to class,
she was up bright and early
to shower and begin the long
process of makeup application.
Despite all this, it was a relationship that worked due to our
mutual respect of each other’s
space, time, and sleep habits.
The absence of most of her
stuff does allow me more storage space, but it also feels unusually empty for a room meant
for two people.
I’ve formed the habit of
shutting myself in my room for
intense study sessions, and the

simple presence of the lights
and plants she had decorated
the room with allowed me to
remember that I was far from
the only person feeling overwhelmed with homework and
other responsibilities.
Now, with only my stuff remaining, the room has become
unusually isolating.
This was puzzling at first
because I had spent the majority
of my first 18 years at home very
content with sleeping alone in
my room.

Realizing it takes work
to live side by side
with someone else
can, however, allow for
personal growth and
lessen the daunting
idea of sharing
personal space in the
future.
But the expectation of college
life includes dealing with the
presence of a roommate which
results in a strange disappointment when the bed across from
yours no longer has sheets
neatly tucked.
While this is clearly not everyone’s sentiment, as seen by
the competitive streak for single
rooms each year, the idea of a
roommate remains essential to
the college experience.
It’s rare that a first-year pairing will bud into the perfect
friendship; witnessing another
person’s daily living habits can
be more than enough reason to
avoid that type of connection.
Realizing it takes work to
live side by side with someone
else can, however, allow for
personal growth and lessen the
daunting idea of sharing per-

Letter to the Editor
As a member of one of
the remaining seven Greek
organizations on campus, I have
felt no concern for the safety or
security of my organization. I
do not feel in any way that the
college is attempting to eliminate
Greek life.
In the wake of the policy
violations and suspensions
last fall, the College reacted
in a very positive way, not
by threatening to suspend or
expel all Greek chapters, but by
hiring a consulting team to find
out why the policy violations
were occurring, and what the
College could do to help prevent
the remaining chapters from
carrying out similar policy
violations.
The report that came back
from this consulting firm listed
ways that the College could
improve their methods of
communicating and fine-tune
their philosophy in order to
prevent further policy violations.
The College has since
assembled a team (consisting of
administrators, Greek members,
faculty, representatives from
athletics, and Peer Assistants)
to help steer the direction

of changes that they will be
making in order to react to these
recommendations.
Additionally, the College
suspending
chapters
for
violating policy is not what
has had a negative effect on
the reputation of the Greek
community, but rather it was the
irresponsible and inappropriate
actions taken by the suspended
chapters.
Gustavus should not be
expected to “look the other way”
at policy violations in order to
protect the image of Greek life.
As a member of the Greek
community, you are always
symbolically “wearing your
letters,” and any actions that
you take will reflect on the entire
community, whether they are
positive or negative.
Hence, the responsibility
lies with every single member
of every chapter to behave
in a manner that will reflect
positively on the community as
a whole.

sonal space in the future.
So, next time your roommate
is driving you up the wall, remember that the memories you
are making are helping your
future self feel relief that their
rooming problems appear much
more straightforward.
Remember all the experiences you gain from living with
each person, both the good and
the bad.
Utilize these experiences to
make yourself a better roommate for others whom you will
share a space with in the future.

While we can always learn
from those bad experiences,
its much more pleasant to live
with someone who has experienced the rough stuff and has
since learned to be a great and
thoughtful roommate.
Together it is possible to create a positive and healthy living
environment.

-Anonymous Contributor
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What good is theology?

Oakley Clark
Opinion Columnist

A

h theology; we tend
to think it’s just stale
old Wonderbread at this

point.
It’s seen as incredibly white,
Eurocentric, and conservative in
the public eye.
Many young people, me
included, have been turned off
to religion, specifically Christianity, due to its rather boring
appearance.
Or maybe we’re all just rebels trying to get back at our parents (and the greater society) for
making us go to Sunday school
with the monotone teacher who
clearly had no friends, and thus
spent her days teaching kids
about a big boat and a couple of
pieces of wood nailed together.
Who knows?
Theology has taken a hit in
the modern world as our society
becomes more and more pluralistic—alongside the greater
decline of religion in the United
States.
People are simply less attracted to religion nowadays,
and the discussion has moved
from being Christian centered
to more comparative and inclusive.
I ardently argue that the
latter is not a bad thing, but is
simply reflective of our increasingly diverse society paired

with the ways the world is getting smaller: globalization, the
internet, etc.
While I’m writing from a
Christian perspective, it should
be noted that even Islamic, Jewish, and other theologies have
taken a hit in our modern world.
Still, it is unfortunate that the
actually useful aspects of theology are declining as well due to
these world changes.
So I’m going to make a bold
proposal—please bear with
me—theology is not only still
useful in 2017, but it may even
be cool.
First off, theology—and religion more generally—provides
a heavily studied and nuanced
lens through which we view the
human condition.
Religion has the answers to
many existential questions.
Why are we here? Why must
people die? What is the meaning
of all this?
Sure, one doesn’t have to
agree with the answers—I often
do not—but many people benefit from having these answers
accessible.

Theology is still useful
today, and I lament its
seemingly growing
irrelevance
After all, not everyone has
the time to chill with the Philosopher’s Guild in Old Main’s
basement and yell profusely at
each other (even though it is,
admittedly, a good time).
Some people just need an
answer to maintain their sanity.
These are some of the real
effects religion has on the human psyche.
Theology is often described
as “God talk.”
It asks “What should we
do?”

We were reminded of this
question with this year’s Nobel
Conference.
Advancements in reproductive technologies give humanity
the ability to do some incredible,
and controversial, things.
Ethical discussions around
these scientific advancements
are not only beneficial but also
necessary.
We probably should talk
about the consequences of a
technology before we start using it willy-nilly.
I will also claim, rather unapologetically, that theology can
be badass.
Think of the recent history
of black resistance in the civil
rights movement; both Martin
Luther King, Jr. and Malcolm
X were men of faith who used
theology for mass politics.
It was a tool with which to
deny the oppressor control over
their autonomy.
In the late 1960s, a Peruvian
priest by the name of Gustavo
Gutiérrez played a key role in
developing liberation theology
which has now sprouted into
many different offshoots such as
black, latinx, queer, womanist,
and other theologies.
These contextual theologies
start at the margins of society
to interpret the Bible—unveiling
otherwise unseen perspectives.
I like to think of these developments as a sort of democratization of theological input and
access.
Where does this all put us?
Theology is still useful today, and I lament its seemingly
growing irrelevance.
If one is ever concerned with
bad theology—that which preys
on innocent people for money
in exchange for bad ideology
(looking at you conservative
parents who throw out your
LGBTQ kids), knowing good
theology provides a counter to
the bad theology’s damaging
effects.

The Good, the Bad, and
the Meh
The semester has been dragging on, but the
rest of this semester is littered with breaks,
so don’t stress!
Midterms are coming up.

What does it take to be the
very best, like no one ever was?
For some it means excelling
in their classes and rising to the
top on graduation day.
For others it means being
exceptional in athletics, leading
their team to victories at State,
Regionals, and maybe even
Nationals.
For one growing group of
individuals however, to be the
best means something entirely

Someone stole all of last week’s copies of
The Gustavian Weekly, so you probably didn’t
get to read it.
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A case for horror

Rachael Manser
Opinion Columnist

H

ave you ever voluntarily
subjected yourself to
nightmares?
You might ask what kind of
masochistic human would ever
do that to themselves, but the
surprising answer you’d find is
a lot of seemingly very normal
people.
If you enjoy horror films,
then you know what I’m talking
about.
I was exposed to and fell
madly in love with the art
of horror at an age that was
probably inappropriately young.
I devoured any and all horror
films made available to me
through the wonderful world of
cable television and my mother’s
sizable collection of VHS tapes,
from The Shining to The Hills
Have Eyes.
I am still obsessed today with
the dark allure of such films as
The Babadook and It Comes
at Night. I’m constantly asked
“Why?” by everyone, including
my friends, who I drag along
with me to the once a semester
campus horror movie, and my
film professor, who cautiously
encourages my fixation.
People are constantly curious.
My answers are usually
something like “I have no idea”
or “I’m just weird, I guess.”
But, considering that the
horror film industry has
been consistently growing in
popularity since its inception
at the end of the 19th century,
there must be a reasonable
explanation.
Theories abound as to why a
great number of humans gladly
trade money for the experience
of subjecting themselves to
the dark and sadistic visual
storytelling of the horror film
industry.
Studies have shown that the
adrenaline produced by being
scared witless is enough to keep
some people coming back for
more, but even more popular
is the notion that horror films
allow audiences to explore the
forbidden side of their humanity
in a safe and socially acceptable
manner.
However, neither of these
explanations have ever been
satisfactory for me.
True, yes, but there’s always
been something more.
You have to understand
that I’m an English major; I’m
the kind of person that starts
analyzing the final scene before
the credits roll.
And I’ve always been
attracted to a certain kind of

horror film, the kind that allows
for some type of analysis.
Don’t get me wrong, I love
a good slasher or “monster that
goes bump in the night” horror
film, but they often leave little to
be said.
Instead, films that never
fully identify their monster,
fail to answer certain questions
about circumstances, or end
ambiguously leave more to the
imagination in both an utterly
terrifying and fascinating way.
Because the monster is
an entity constructed by the
human imagination—even if
some do bear semblance to real
life figures—the monster must
therefore be representative of
something else.

I devoured any
and all horror films
made available to
me through the
wonderful world of
cable television and
my mother’s sizable
collection of VHS tapes.
If we go back to classic
films like Alfred Hitchcock’s
Psycho, which has been called
the
first
psychoanalytic
thriller, or Invasion of the Body
Snatchers, which easily lines
up with the societal anxieties
about
communism
during
the Cold War, a pattern of
cultural relevance and critical
commentary begins to emerge.
This pattern has persisted and
continued to evolve throughout
the history of the horror film
industry.
This genre, arguably more
than any other, acts as a sort of
cultural gauge of the prominent
fears of any given era.
Horror often criticizes not
only society, but itself in the
process, making it the most
fruitful film genre in terms of
social commentary.
If you want evidence, you
only have to look at some of the
most popular horror films of the
last few years, from the clear
commentary on the prevalence
of STD’s in today’s society of
It Follows and the sharp-witted
account of racism in America
of Get Out to the heartbreaking
and terrifying look at grief and
mental illness in The Babadook.
While there’s obviously
still a consistent supply of
straightforward
blood
and
gore or monster under the
bed, classic genre horror films
that are enjoyable (if only for
the adrenaline), there is an
abundance of clever and astute
critical social commentaries in
horror film media today.
These
films
offer
an
explanation for why a generation
disillusioned by so much of
the society around them can
be so engrossed with a genre
that speaks directly to that
disquietude.
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Reasons everyone should learn to cook

Frank Stephen
Opinion Columnist

C

ooking is a skill that
we should all know, not
only for its everyday life
application, but also because it
can save us from the shameful
status of being that person that
always eats ramen or mooches
off of others food.
I come from a long line of
amateur cooks.
My dad, for example, has
little ability to cook for himself
aside from scrambled eggs and
toast (depending on whether
or not you count toast as something you can indeed cook,
which I don’t).
I remember several instances
of him attempting to make dinner or a snack with fantastically
horrid results.
Here’s just an example: like
many of us who make popcorn,
we take the small container of
unpopped kernels out of the its
plastic, stick it in the microwave
for a few minutes and then open
the doors of said microwave to
delicious, buttery, popcorn-y
goodness, right?
Well this proved to be quite
the adventure without the use
of a popcorn button and a wary
eye on the length of the timer for
the duration of the cook time.
Now, my father isn’t senile,
nor is he bad with technology.
So I gave him the benefit of
the doubt.
I mean, how hard could that
possibly be, right?
The sound of the plastic rustling as he pulled the bag out of
its packaging was normal and I
hardly gave it a second thought
until he took an unusually long
amount of time setting up the
timer.

Cooking is like being
an architect, a scientist,
and an artist all rolled
up into one, with the
added bonus of being
ble to eat (or shall
we say destroy?) that
creation as well.
Even after that I wasn’t concerned, I mean after all, it is just
popcorn, how much damage
could be done in a microwave?
Soon it became apparent
that we should have paid more
attention to the clock as just
after the 8-minute mark or so,

Cooking up eggs for breakfast.

the microwave began to smoke.
At this point in time, my dad
and I had completely forgotten
that we had started making
popcorn because we were too
absorbed in some TV show.
The distinct smell of burning was a good indicator as
any that our snack would have
been ready to eat six minutes
previously.
It was because of this, and
several other hilariously upsetting situations, that I decided
it was probably a good idea
to start learning how to fend
for myself in a way that didn’t
involve setting household appliances on fire.
The initial aftermath of what
is now called “The Popcorn
Incident”, was visible from the
outside of the closed door.
It was now a lightly charred
brown color instead of its factory original white.
We had hoped that that was
the extent of the damage, but
the next few times we used it,
the machine emitted the distinct
smell of burning popcorn.
The smell would linger for
about a quarter of an hour after
it stopped, so it became a microwave as well as a horribly
scented candle.
For this reason, we chucked
it onto the porch.
I started taking notice of
what kinds of preparations
went into making every entrée
and its sides.
I never thought cooking
could be as fun or as rewarding
as it was.
The very first thing that I
tried to make was a savory
crepe.
I was mostly nervous about
getting the portions right.
Reading a recipe book is no
obstacle, but worries can start to
creep into making crepes when

Caroline Probst

you aren’t sure how much better
the batter should look.
Putting the batter onto the
burner and seeing it solidify into
the little consumable creations
is really quite satisfying in a
primal, savage kind of way.
Cooking is like being an
architect, a scientist, and an
artist all rolled into one, with
the added bonus of being able
to eat (or shall we say destroy?)
that creation as well.
No amount of pre-made microwave dinner meals can ever
compare to making dinner for
yourself.
Cooking creates that feeling
of responsibility and achievement to be able to say, “Hey, I

can fend for myself a little bit!”

No amount of premade microwave
dinner meals can ever
compare to making
dinner for yourself.
All of that time and effort
that goes into making a delicious meal makes it its own type
of seasoning. And for dessert,
the sweet and savory flavor of
responsibility that comes along
with every successful plate.
No matter what your level of

experience in the kitchen, I think
most of us can confidently say
that we can microwave a meal
without it blowing up.
I think that there are few
things more rewarding than
learning the primal art of skillfully heating things for nourishment.
I know I feel more responsible every time I can eat a meal
that I prepared myself.
Nothing quite says independence like sustaining oneself. It
not only gives us a better idea of
what kind of nutrition we are
getting, but it also highlights
the strengths of our ability to
work towards a long-term ability, kind of like college!

